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Dear Friends and Reader!

Time is flying by and before you can turn around its  
Christmas time again.  

Our 18th and first issue in December of our featured  
photographer, the photo review, takes us to Pawel Gulewicz 
and his vibrant contrasty street captures.  
 
He is rather a documentarist catching the vibrant essence of 
every day’s street life. 
His captures reflecting the vitality in the urbanity of Poland. 
 
Pawel’s figurative language is a vibrant mixture between 
dreamy, sometimes melancholic but also humorous elements. 
 
Dear friends, come; join us on this vibrant photographic  
journey. 

Enjoy!

I was born in Olsztyn, Poland where I’m still living. I am 35 years old and I work in the 
IT.  
 
Whenever I can I walk around the streets and take pictures - mostly of people, rela-
tions between them, ordinary, everyday life. 
  
I‘m trying to catch THAT special moment - when something magical happens.  
 
For me street photography is an addiction and a great adventure.  
 
I love it and I will do it as long as I can hold my camera in hands.



Photo made during my visit in Wrocław(Poland). It was raining -  
and then I saw the woman with an umbrella. I quickly ducked and took this photo



Close to the shopping centre in Olsztyn (Poland)



During last winter I was walking in the park (Olsztyn, Poland) and saw this scene.



The wind was blowing and it was raining. A woman was struggling with her umbrella. I remember how I was thinking that droplets of water on her umbrella looked like little diamonds.



I was visiting a friend - who was boxing training. I saw this man who was resting. The light was interesting so I pressed the shutter.



On my work place I saw a man behind the glass doors.



In the store - behind the window -  I saw this interesting woman, looking at me...



During the rain in downtown of my City I saw this puddle and bird in it. I waited for some people passing by and pressed the shutter.



In Warsaw Underground I saw this man and his reflections. When he looked at me I pressed the shutter.



In Gdańsk (Poland) I saw this mime. It was during a Fuji workshop.



I saw this man passing by my car while I was inside.



Zebra pattern - it‘s a classic :)



This photo was made at Warsaw Underground.



I love shadows! As I saw this castle gate and it‘s shadow... I just waited for someone to passing by.



I was on the market, buying something for dinner. I saw this lady and her dog (it was very friendly and jumping on everyone).



A photo I made in Warsaw.



I saw this amazing street in spectacular light in Olsztyn (Poland) and older lady walking by.



This photo was made from the inside of a phone-box. The glass wall was cracked up.



Some more shadows. Like I said before - I love them :)



Kids were doing their jumping tricks. So I just waited for THE moment...



Please visit Paweł Gulewicz: 

his website:
www.pawelgulewicz.pl 

on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/p3rcival 

www.facebook.com/olsztynstreetshots 
 
 
on Kujaja:
http://www.kujaja.com/en/PawelGulewicz 
 
 
on 500px:
https://500px.com/PaweGulewicz
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